
  
 
  

 
 
  

   

 

Press release 
 

smino extends the collaboration solution with a schedule 
 
Rapperswil, 14 February 2023 – smino presents new functions at the beginning of 2023 — the 
most important extension: the schedule. 
 
smino AG, the provider of the leading software solution for planning and construction projects, 
has integrated a schedule function into its solution.  

 

With the schedule, clients, construction managers, project managers, and employees can map 

construction projects from A to Z in smino. They get an overview of the project phases and can 

plan them on an ongoing basis. The new function is just as easy to use as the entire smino 

platform. 

 

With this extension of the time management function, smino comes to a big step closer to its 
vision of a complete CDE platform with a full collaboration approach. In smino, budget and other 

financial topics can already be addressed with interfaces to various accounting solutions. 

 

Customer wishes are implemented promptly 
 

The schedule is one of several functions that have been added to smino in recent weeks. In the 

course of internationalisation, the expansion to six languages should also be emphasised. In 

addition to German, these are English, French, Italian, Spanish and Catalan.  
 

According to Sandor Balogh, Managing Partner at smino, the new functions are the next 

significant milestone for smino: "The schedule was requested by several customers and is an 

important piece of the puzzle on the way to a comprehensive solution for managing construction 

projects. One of the reasons our customers appreciate smino is that we respond to customer 

requests. Now we can offer the schedule and will soon add more new functions. A big 

compliment goes to the development team." 
 

Expansion of the BIM functions 
 

In the next few weeks, the expansion of smino with the new BIM function model checking is 

planned. This will allow models to be checked directly online and automatically. General quality 

checks, various collision checks as well as own Solibri rulesets can be applied. The model 

checking function marks the first step in the integration of the BIMSPOT solution, which was 

taken over by smino last autumn. 
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In addition, a server location in Germany is being prepared in order to meet the requirements of 

our German customers regarding data location. 

 
About smino AG: 
 

smino was founded in 2016 by Sandor Balogh and Silvio Beer to provide the construction 

industry with a digital tool for dealing with current and future challenges. The successful 
implementation of a construction project and the satisfaction of the customers are the top 

priorities. The smino team maintains very close cooperation with customers and partners to lead 

the construction industry into the future jointly.  

 

Christoph Degendorfer has been part of the founding team since 2022 through the integration of 

bimspot. In the meantime, more than 50 employees at 4 locations (Rapperswil, Zurich, 

Düsseldorf, and Vienna) are doing their utmost to ensure that more than 8000 companies in the 

construction industry throughout the DACH region can concentrate on the essentials: Building.  
 

www.smino.com  

 
Media Contact: 
 

Simon Zaugg 

T +41 55 552 12 60 

simon.zaugg@smino.com  
 

If you need photo material, you can download it from the website smino.com/download/. On 

request, we will also send you the press material by e-mail. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


